
MONARCH 
HEX



We created the MONARCH HEX for those who 
wanted to differentiate their brands. Top quality 
meets innovative design to deliver unparalleled 
brand visibility. 

M O N A R C H 
H E X

O V E R V I E W



FRAMEWORK
All Aluminum FrAmework
The 13-gauge (6061-T6) all aluminum framework means the 
MONARCHHEX is battle-tested for heavy winds and rain

2” OctAgonAl Leg ProFile
For maximum stability & durability

PeAk FlAg / PeAk BAnner integrAtion
Stand even taller with additional branding and key messaging

Built-in, All terrAin trAnsPort
A patented dolly system is  fully integrated with the frame. Lock the 
wheel kit in the feet of your frame and that’s it – you’re moving

Thicker, ReinForced FootPAd Design
3/8” cast aluminum footpad can handle being dragged & dropped

duAl, Bolt & rivet system
We use both bolts and rivets in the frame construction to reinforce 
the most common fail points while also allowing for quick and easy 
part replacement should something unexpected happen

ruBBer shields & PlAstic glides
Rubber shields and plastic glides are used to reduce friction and 
eliminate rubbing and wear on the canopy

liFetime FrAme wArrAnty 
We stand behind our workmanship for life. If you have any 
craftsmanship defects between now and forever, we’ll make 
it right. Even if something unexpected happens that is not 
covered by the warranty, we’ll work with you



reinForced corners
Every point where the frame makes contact with the canopy is reinforced with heavy 
duty vinyl to prevent wearing or tearing

M O N A R C H  H E X
C A N O P Y

All PurPose, All weAther
Our proprietary, 500 denier polyester blend has gone through rigorous testing to 
eliminate the most common points of failure

wAter-resistAnt
Your canopy should function just like an umbrella—it should easily shed water and 
never fail due to any amount of rain

Fire-rAted
Whether you’re cooking underneath your tent or will be setting up in a location with 
fire-rating requirements, we have you covered

tAilored For wrinkle-Free, Precision-Fit
Just like a suit—wrinkles and sag are unacceptable. Every canopy is crafted with a 
strap and buckle system to ensure perfect tension

custom Printing
Any color or graphic is possible with dye-sublimation printing where the ink is 
absorbed and actually becomes part of the fabric itself. As a result, the print cannot 
be damaged with wear and it won’t crack or peel



Frame Weight: 102 lbs
Head Clearance: 8’ 2”
Span Between Legs: 7’ 5”
Overall Height: 15’ 2”
Height with Peak Flag: 20’ 4”
Height with Peak Banner: 17’ 3”

HEX 13X15

H E X
1 3 X 1 5



1 3 X 2 2
H E X T E N D

Frame Weight: 139 lbs
Head Clearance: 8’ 2”
Span Between Legs: 7’5” & 14’ 10”
Overall Height: 15’ 2”
Height with Peak Flag: 20’ 4”
Height with Peak Banner: 7’ 3”



H E X T E N D
1 3 x 3 0

Frame Weight: 203 lbs
Head Clearance: 8’ 2”
Span Between Legs: 7’ 5”
Overall Height: 15’ 2”
Height with Peak Flag: 20’ 4”
Height with Peak Banner: 7’ 3”



MONARCHHEX
The HEX (13x15) model includes a peak flag with single-sided print. You can 
choose to upgrade to double-sided print. A carrying case is included for the 
peak flag hardware.

MONARCH HEXTEND
The HEXTEND (13x22 or 13x30) model includes a peak banner with single-
sided print. You can upgrade to double-sided printing. Multiple peak flags 
can also be used instead of a peak banner.

All MONARCHTENT frames are engineered with peak hardware that ac-
commodates a printed peak flag or peak banner, giving you more height 
and additional real estate for your logo, messaging or any other branding. 
While this accessory is included, the tent can be used without it.

PEAK BANNER
PEAK FLAG



wAlls
All our models can be customized to include full walls 
and half walls, with windows, with clear vinyl, with 
mesh netting, with custom printing and more 

MONARCHTENT is a pop up tent system—allowing you to customize and configure 

for specific applications and to help your brand and experience stand out and 

capture more attention.

ACCESSORIES
& ADD-ONS

counters
Easy clamp system with wood or recycled plastic 
(HDCP) counters

FOOTPLATES
Unpredictable winds are the number one cause of tent 
damage. Our 55-pound footplates are designed to protect 
your investment from the unexpected. Each footplate is 
made by local craftsmen, using an up-cycling process that 
takes unwanted steel by-product and transforms it into 
protection for your tent set-up

LED LIGHTING
The LED kit includes four individual LED lighting bars with 
quick clips that attach to the underside or top side of any of 
the overhead scissor elements. The switch includes a dimmer 
feature to control light intensity

ELECTRIC HEATERS
The low-profile 1500 watt heating kit attaches to the peak 
pole of any MONARCHTENT model and heats a 100 square-
foot area

TRANSPORT CASES
If you’re frequently traveling with your tent and event assets, 
we can provide custom transport cases to simplify transport 
and fit everything you need



Every MONARCHTENT purchase includes 

the following:
 

FRAME (LIFETIME WARRANTY)
CANOPY

PEAK FLAG OR PEAK BANNER
TRANSPORT BAG

HEAVY DUTY STAKING KIT
WHEEL DOLLY KIT

WHAT’S INCLUDED



GALLERY



MAKE
IT
BETTER

1 (800) 950-4553
Email: linfo@tentcraft.com
Web: www.tentcraft.com

2662 Cass Road
Traverse City, MI 49684


